Hello! This is Student Hubs’ Theory of Change.

At Student Hubs we believe that when students play a greater role in their community and are supported to;
- Learn about social issues
- Connect with each other
- And do something to tackle social challenges

There is impact now;
- Communities benefit from student social action
- Students develop skills and insights into social issues

And in the future;
- Students leave university and become active citizens for life

[Image Description: The image highlights our theory of change. Text at the top reads “At STUDENT HUBS we believe that when students are SUPPORTED to…” . This is followed by a circle diagram with three points 1. DO something to tackle social challenges, 2. CONNECT with each other and 3. LEARN about issues. These have arrows showing they interact with each other. To the right of the image there are two arrows with the text “IMPACT” written inside. These arrows point to 1. COMMUNITIES BENEFIT from student social action (which has an image of a house with an orange roof and a tree with orange leaves) and 2. STUDENTS}
DEVELOP skills and insights into social issues (this is next to an image of an orange light bulb turned on). A third orange arrow with the text “FUTURE” points to a university graduation cap and the orange text “students leave university and become ACTIVE CITIZENS FOR LIFE.”]